AesrRecT. We establish that the perfect dominating set of the l3-cube found by dstergird and Weakley (as a counterexample to Weichsel's uniformity conjecture) exists very naturally in the ternary Hamming code of length 13 and has a very special geometric-combinatorial structure. This approach provides very short proofs of its characteristic properties.
Introduction
Given 1 1n € Z, the n-cube Q, is the graph with vertex set V : {0, l}' and ed"geset n:VT:orfi, where f' : {(r,w) e V xV: (u _ w)i:1if and only if j: i,(j:0,.'. ,n-l)), for i:0,... ,n-1. The edges of/t aresaidtohave (ortolie along) the directioni,for i -0,.. . ,n-!.Given a graph G, we say that S gVG) is a perfect dom'inating sei (or PDS) of G if every u € V(G) \ S is neighbor of exactly one vertex of S. Weichsel [6] showed that each connected component of the subgraph induced by a PDS in Q, is a subcube and conjectured that 5 is uniform, i.e. all such components are isomorphic. Ostergird and Weakley [3, 4] 
Conclusion
The optimal perfect dominating set in the 4-cube exists as a subcode of the ternary Hamming code of length 4. With the result of this paper, it is tempting to conjecture that the PDS ternary codes of length n --(3'-1)/(3 -1) can always be found inside the ternary Hamming code. Before venturing into such a conjecture it would be worthwhile to first estabiish this result for r -4 and r :5, (n:40 and n :121).
Of course, the Remark after Proposition 1.1 must be taken into account for these purposes.
